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1 Match the jobs with the activities.

Grade 4 Classroom Newspaper

- Zoe
  - Editor
  - draw pictures
  - go to interviews with reporters

- Lauren
  - Reporters
  - take photographs
  - interview people

- Ollie
  - Photographer
  - write articles
  - choose stories

- Alex
  - Artists
  - make decisions about stories

- Sam
  - Gerry

2 Listen and check.

3 Talk about the children.

Zoe’s the editor. She makes decisions about stories. She ...

Lauren and Ollie are the reporters. They ...

4 Listen. Answer Ollie’s questions.

1. What is your name? Bobby Blake.
2. What do you do? _____________.
3. When did you start? _____________.
4. What time do you start work? _____________.
5. What time do you finish work? _____________.
6. Do you work on Sundays? _____________.
7. Do you like your job? _____________.

5 Complete Lauren’s article with the verbs in the box.

Lost Saturday Ollie and I _____________.

downtown. We _____________. to a street artist. Bobby Blake _____________. pictures in chalk. His pictures _____________. very good. He _____________. drawing when he _____________. six. He _____________. a picture of me. Look! This is the photograph.

Alex _____________.

6 Work in pairs. Act out an interview with a street musician.

street musician
Welcome to Green Valley.

1 Read Ollie's article.
   1 Who is it about?
   2 Where is she from?

Last week a new teacher started at Green Valley Elementary School. Her name is Miss Slater and she's going to teach Fourth Grade. Miss Slater worked at Appleton Junior High last year. She's from Australia and she moved to Appleton three years ago. She studied music in Australia before she became a teacher. Miss Slater says she's going to teach us some Australian songs. The Fourth Grade is going to organize an Australian evening next week! Don't miss it! Ollie Jenkins

2 Answer the questions in your notebook.
   1 When did Miss Slater come to Green Valley Elementary School?
   2 Which class is she going to teach?
   3 Where did she teach last year?
   4 When did she move to Appleton?
   5 What did she study in Australia?
   6 What is Miss Slater going to teach the Fourth Grade?
   7 What is the Fourth Grade going to organize next week?

3 Talk about Miss Slater.
   She's from Australia. She's going to teach Fourth Grade. She's ...

About Australia

1 Answer the questions in your notebook.
   1 What is the capital of Australia?
   2 How many people visit every year?
   3 Is there gold in Australia?
   4 What do Australians love doing?
   5 Why do some children have lessons by radio?
   6 How many people live in Australia?
   7 What animals can you find in Australia?
   8 What do koalas eat?

2 Sing 'When you go to Australia'.

When you go to Australia,
There are lots of things to do.
You can go swimming and diving,
And go surfing, too.

When you go to Australia,
There are lots of things to see.
You can see crocodiles and kangaroos,
And koalas in a tree.
Be right

1. Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in the box.

   take
draw
write
interview
watch

1. Billy is a street artist. He _______ pictures in chalk.
2. Last week a reporter _______ him in the street.
3. Yesterday she _______ an article for our classroom newspaper.
4. Yesterday I _______ some photos of Billy with my new camera.
5. Tomorrow we _______ a movie on Australia.

2. Complete the questions. Answer them.

1. _______ you read a newspaper every day?
2. _______ you have homework every day?
3. How old _______ you?
4. _______ you in the Fourth Grade?
5. What time _______ you get up this morning?

Listen and read the story.

It was a beautiful sunny afternoon. Alan was at school. It was nearly the end of the class. Miss Brown, the teacher, said, “Now ..., homework! Tomorrow we’re going to start our project on newspapers. Who can bring a newspaper to school?” Most of the children raised their hands. Alan raised his hand, too.

“Good!” said Miss Brown. “Don’t forget, because we’re going to look at all the newspapers tomorrow. On Wednesday we’re going to start our own classroom newspaper!” The bell rang. It was the end of the class.

Alan walked home with Sandra. She was his neighbor and his best friend. They stopped at the newsstand and bought a newspaper for school. The headline said, “Counterfeit Money in Rocky City.”

“That’s here!” said Sandra. “Do you have any counterfeit money, Alan?” “I don’t have any money at all,” he answered. “Real or counterfeit!” They laughed.

Answer the questions.

1. What are the children going to do tomorrow?
2. Who is Sandra?
3. What was the story on the front page of the newspaper?